
Long Course Junior Olympics 2011 
The 2011 Long Course Junior Olympics wrapped up yesterday at Coronado under glorious 
conditions.  We wanted to make a good showing this year at the Long Course championships.  
SDAC has always established itself as a team that swims up come championship time.  Our team 
goal this year was just that “SWIM UP”.   
 
There were 25 teams in San Diego competing at the championship meet.  SDAC was sending 
some really good individuals swimmers this year, but not a whole lot of relays.  Our team goal 
was to be competitive and have fun.  We wanted to make a good showing and let San Diego 
know that the black and gold was in the house.  Every individual on the team did his or her part 
with the team goal.  Our team placed 9

th
 out of 25 teams.  Most of our points were earned through 

individual honors since we were only capable of fielding 13/14 boys relays.  Joshua he placed 3
rd
 

for the 10/U boys, Derek Brecht placed 5
th
 for the 13/14 boys and Mitchell Huxhold placed 1

st
 for 

the 15/O boys earning high point honors.   
 

This meet took four days to complete, but it took almost 50 weeks to get too.  Congratulations to 
all those who accomplished their goals.  Great job to Joshua He and Derek Brecht for being 
selected to the 2011 San Diego Imperial Zone Team.  The coaching staff had a lot of fun 
coaching all of you and I hope that you had as much fun with your swimming.  Great Job! 

  

Thursday Night 
Thursday night kicked us off for the Championship meet.  The 1500 was being swum this night.  
SDAC had Noah Hultner competing in the event.  Noah had an amazing race dropping 30 
seconds. 
 
Friday Prelims 
Friday morning started early.  The day began with the 100 breast.  Emily Tran held her time.  
Joshua He dropped 3 seconds.  Alec Dickstein dropped a second in the event.  Serge Dickstein 
held his time while Derek Brecht dropped a second in the breast.  Kelley Sheehan had a best 
time in the 100 breast.  Jack Bell dropped 3 seconds in the 100 breast.  The next event was the 
200 free.  Joshua He held his time, Derek Brecht swam a strong race and Mitchell Huxhold held 
his time.  In the 100 fly Emily Tran made a strong showing, Isabela Boese dropped a little time, 
Joshua Freeman dropped 5 seconds earning a new Far Western time, Thomas Casey dropped 3 
seconds, Kelley Sheehan dropped about a second and Tanner Williams dropped a second.  In 
the 200 IM Emily Tran and Isabela Boese held their times.  Joshua Freeman dropped 2 seconds 
in the 200 IM.  Alec Dickstein had a best time in the event.  Derek Brecht held his time while Katie 
Anderson and Kelley Sheehan made strong showings in the event.  Mitchell Huxhold finished the 
morning off with a best time in the 200 IM. 
          
Friday Finals 
As one observer summed up, it was just “a really great day with a bunch of great swims”  for San 
Diego-Imperial swimmers competing at the BBMAC pool in Coronado.  In the afternoon finals for 
SDAC, Joshua He placed 1st in the 100 breast and 3rd in the 200 free.  Alec Dickstein placed 5th 
in the 100 breast setting a new team record.  Derek Brecht placed 1st in the 100 breast setting a 
new team record, placed 6th in the 200 free and placed 5th in the 200 IM.  Jack Bell placed 8th in 
the 100 breast.  Mitchell Huxhold placed 1st in the 200 free earning the SCY Junior National time 
and placed 7th in the 200 IM.  Isabela Boese placed 5th in the 100 fly earning a new Zone time 
and placed 4th in the 200 IM.  Katie Anderson placed 7th in the 200 IM.  Kelley Sheehan placed 
6th in the 200 IM. 
 
Saturday Prelims 
Saturday was the longest day of the meet.  Joshua He dropped about a second in the 50 free.  
Alec Dickstein dropped about half a second in the 50 free.  Isabela Boese held her time.  Kelley 
Sheehan, Katie Anderson and Mitchell Huxhold all had best times in the 50 free.  Emily Tran 
dropped 2 seconds in the 50 breast.  Alec Dickstein dropped 2 seconds in the 50 breast.  In the 
200 breast serge Dickstein dropped 3 seconds while Jack Bell held his time.  In the 100 back 



Emily Tran dropped  3 seconds and Joshua Freeman dropped 2 seconds.  Kelley Sheehan, Katie 
Anderson and Mitchell Huxhold all held their times.  To end the morning session we had the 400 
free.  Isabela Boese swam a nice 400 free.  Alec Dickstein dropped 17 seconds, Joshua freeman 
dropped 9 seconds, Noah Hultner had a best time and Mitchell Huxhold held his time. 
    
Saturday Finals 
It was another great day for swimming down in Coronado.  Katie Anderson set a new team record 
in the 50 free earning the Sectional time.  Derek Brecht placed 2nd in the 400 IM earning his first 
Sectional time and set a new team record in the event and also placed 1st in the 200 breast 
setting another team record.  Joshua He placed 2nd in the 50 free earning a new Zone time and 
placed 2nd in the 50 breast setting another team record.  Mitchell Huxhold placed 3rd in the 50 
free and then went on to take 1st in the 400 free earning the NCSA Junior time.  Alec Dickstein 
placed 7th in the 50 breast earning a new Far Western time and set another team record.  Jack 
Bell placed 6th in the 200 breast earning a new Far Western time.  Kelley Sheehan placed 5th in 
the back.  Isabela Boese placed 6th in the 400 free.           
 
Sunday Prelims 
Sunday morning was upon us and this was already a very long meet.  The 50 back started us off 
with Joshua Freeman dropping a second and Joshua He dropping almost an entire second.  In 
the 100 free Kelley and Katie had solid races.  Derek and Mitchell both dropped about second in 
the 100 free.  Isabela swam a nice race while Joshua He dropped about a second in the event.  
Tanner Williams had a best time in the 200 fly.  Isabela and Joshua Freeman both had best times 
in the 50 fly.  To end the morning session was the 800 free.  Serge and Thomas put on strong 
showing in the event. 
   
Sunday Finals 
Sunday night finals.  Here we were.  The last day of a very long season.  Katie Anderson placed 
2
nd
 in the 200 back.  Joshua He placed 3

rd
 in the 50 back earning another Zone time and breaking 

the team record.  Joshua also placed 2
nd
 in the 100 free earning a new Zone time.  Mitchell 

Huxhold placed first in the 100 free earning a new NCSA Junior time.  Derek Brecht placed 2
nd
 in 

the 100 free earning a new Zone time.  Isabela Boese placed 6
th
 in the 50 fly earning a new Far 

Western time and placed 6
th
 in the 50 fly with a best time.         

 
Even though the meet took four days ands some of the days were extremely long, it was worth it 
in the end.  The kids all had fun and swam fast at the same time.  As a coach this is what we 
always want at the end of the season for our swimmers.  
   


